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Abstract— In this Real – World today “Indoor Positioning” 

is a hot research topic with plenty of technologies and 

algorithms being used and under experimentation. GPS 

Service is the superior choice when it comes to positioning. 

But due to certain circumstances GPS restricts accuracy for 

indoor environment. To provide accuracy in indoor 

positioning, Wi-Fi and BLE can be used, as Wi-Fi and BLE 

is highly used in public as well as private buildings where 

the GPS lacks its signal. Fingerprinting is the process of 

position determination, using the received signal strength at 

one point[27]. The Results of various researches till date 

shows that the multimodal approach provides better 

accuracy than monomodal approaches [21].  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An indoor positioning system (IPS) is a system to locate 

objects or people inside a building using radio waves, 

magnetic fields, acoustic signals, or other sensory 

information collected by mobile devices [23]. Indoor 

positioning is not accurate when done by the most popular 

positioning service i.e Global positioning system (GPS) 

which provides accurate positioning of outdoor 

environment. Noise, no line-of-sight, interference and 

various obstacles makes GPS unsuitable for Indoor 

positioning [1],[2]. To overcome this, Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE) and Wi-Fi positioning system (WPS) is used. 

WPS is a great source for indoor positioning and provides 

great accuracy. While BLE is used as proximity and also 

somewhat for positioning but it does not provides accuracy. 

Bluetooth was not meant to offer location like GPS, 

however is known as a geo-fence or micro-fence solution. 

Hence Bluetooth is an indoor proximity solution, not an 

indoor positioning solution. Thus multimodal approach to 

indoor positioning is better than an individual approach 

yielding high accuracy. There are various technologies 

which can be used for indoor positioning the two main 

domain which are currently into consideration for 

positioning are Non-Radio Technologies and Wireless 

Technologies. But in this survey we focused on Wireless 

technologies such as Wi-Fi and BLE. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Multimodal Technologies used for Indoor Positioning: 

A. Wireless Technologies 

Nowadays number of wireless technologies is used by 

individuals. Any wireless technology can be used for 

locating [23]. Many different systems take advantage of 

existing wireless infrastructure for indoor positioning. There 

are three primary system topology options for hardware and 

software configuration, network-based, terminal-based, and 

terminal-assisted. Positioning accuracy can be increased at 

the expense of wireless infrastructure equipment and 

installations [23]. 

1) Wi-Fi-based positioning system (WPS): 

Wi-Fi positioning system (WPS) is used where GPS is 

inadequate. The localization technique used for positioning 

with wireless access points is based on measuring the 

intensity of the received signal (received signal strength in 

English RSS) and the method of "fingerprinting". Typical 

parameters useful to geolocate the WiFi hotspot or wireless 

access point include the SSID and the MAC address of the 

access point. The accuracy depends on the number of 

positions that have been entered into the database. The 

possible signal fluctuations that may occur can increase 

errors and inaccuracies in the path of the user. Anyplace is a 

free and open-source Wi-Fi positioning system that allows 

anybody to rapidly map indoor spaces and that won several 

awards for its location accuracy [23] . When the results are 

analyzed it showed that during night time the signal strength 

decreased by approximately 10dB. Hence Wi-Fi beacons are 

used for more stable beacon signal [21]. 

B. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 

According to the Bluetooth Special Interest Group, 

Bluetooth is all about proximity, not about exact location. 

Bluetooth was not intended to offer a pinned location like 

GPS, however is known as a geo-fence or micro-fence 

solution which makes it an indoor proximity solution, not an 

indoor positioning solution. Micromapping and indoor 

mapping] has been linked to Bluetooth and to the Bluetooth 

LE based iBeacon promoted by Apple Inc. Large-scale 

indoor positioning system based on iBeacons has been 

implemented and applied in practice [23]. Depending on 

various circumstances, accuracy varies but is efficient under 

the diameter of 1.5 meters [21]. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

If a user is to be located on a place graphically, doing it on a 

map is preferable. So Map Services plays a vital role, which 

makes it the first module of our architecture. And secondly, 

A user should also be provided with additional information 

along with positioning such as points of interest of the user 

such as interesting places for user etc. 

A. Map Services 

Map for an outdoor environment is easily available through 

GPS. Google maps are great example of it. Indoor maps are 

nowhere available that easily. So Shapefiles (SHP) can be 

considered, though it is not an easy process and has to be 

left to an expert for professional outcomes [21]. 
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Fig. 1: Final shapefile example (PMI airport, Main 

Terminal, Floor 0). [21] 

B. POI(Points of Interest) 

While navigating, a user may not only want to know its 

current location, but also the location of nearby entities 

(POIs) without explicit need for navigation [21]. 

 Interesting places.(e.g. restaurants) 

 Zones to be used or avoided. (e.g. queues, stairs, lifts) 

 Special points to monitor for status, availability and 

changing conditions. (e.g. boarding gates) 

  
Fig. 2: Difference Between GPS and IPS [26] 

Indoor Location: The process of indoor positioning involves 

3 main actors[21]: 

 The Environment 

 The User’s device 

 The Server side 

 The environment itself acts as a series of devices which 

are able to provide or broadcast information that helps 

to estimate user’s location. 

 The user’s device, typically a mobile phone is able to 

sense the environment and collect measurements and 

acts as basic input for the estimation algorithm. Once 

the algorithm has been executed, the client’s device 

presents the result to the user. 

 -The server side performs location estimation. It also 

provides additional features such as maps and POI [21]. 

 

 

 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF MULTIMODAL FINGERPRINTING 

APPROACH [22],[24] 

1) Accuracy 

2) Versatility 

3) No additional hardware 

4) Floor level can be detected. 

5) Consistency of trajectories 

6) GPS is not used. 

7) Use of existing Wi-Fi infrastructure is acceptable. 

8) Wide range network. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Indoor positioning is a trendy topic and seems to grow in 

upcoming years. Some of the major indoor area targets are 

airports, shopping malls etc. Wi-Fi alone does not provide 

proximity but when combined with BLE yields accurate 

results of indoor navigation. Maps and POI are some of the 

useful modules of IPS [21]. 
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